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Abstract—A musculoskeletal model that allows to simulate the
tremor of wrist joint with three degrees of freedom (DoFs) is
developed. The model includes five muscles, extensor carpi
radialis brevis, extensor carpi radialis longus, extensor carpi
ulnaris, flexor carpi radialis and flexor carpi ulnaris.
Simulation of tremor generation based on the 3-DoF model is
performed. The tremor disorder can be generated in two
directions: flexion-extension and radia-ulnar deviation.
Accordingly, experiment is conducted on healthy subjects to
verify the feasibility of artificial tremor generation via
functional electrical stimulation (FES). Simulation results have
shown qualitative agreement with the experimental results.

I. INTRODUCTION
Tremor can be broadly defined as any involuntary,
approximately rhythmic and roughly sinusoidal movements
of body parts in human [1]. A number of patients especially
the elders are suffering from pathological tremor in the
world. Musculoskeletal model plays an important role in
study of tremor disorder. It can explore the inner
mechanism or origin of tremor [2,3]; it can also be used as a
controlled plant in simulation environment for assistive
tremor suppression techniques [4,5]. However, the previous
research is mostly accomplished based on a simple model
with single degree-of-freedom (DoF) [2-7], which can not
represent the real tremor in 3-dimensional space and brings
bottleneck for further investigation. We are inspired to
develop a complex musculoskeletal model with multiple
DoFs and multiple muscles. As a case study, wrist joint is
considered since it is one of the mostly related joints in the
tremulous limbs of patients. In order to evaluate the
performance of the model, experimental work based on
functional electrical stimulation (FES) is conducted on
healthy subjects. FES is a well-recognized technique in
rehabilitation engineering that uses electrical pulses of low
level to make skeletal muscles contract and generate desired
movements. Here FES is adopted to make the subjects
generate artificial tremor involuntarily.

the wrist’s movements in 3-dimentional space. The
involved muscles are extensor carpi radialis brevis (ECRB),
extensor carpi radialis longus (ECRL), extensor carpi
ulnaris (ECU), flexor carpi radialis (FCR) and flexor carpi
ulnaris (FCU). The musculoskeletal model in physiological
view is illustrated in Fig.1. FCR and FCU contribute to
flexion, ECRB, ECRL and ECU contribute to extension,
FCR, ECRL and ECRB contribute to radial deviation, FCU
and ECU contribute to ulnar deviation. The contribution of
these five muscles to pronation-supination (PS) is very
small. Actually, PS motion occurs proximally to the wrist
and it is often not considered as a pure wrist motion [8].
Obviously, the muscles are working in a coupled way to
generate the 3D wrist motions. Even only one muscle
receives abnormal tremulous neural drives, the wrist may
exhibit tremor disorder in three directions. In order to
implement the experiment easily, we regard the ECRB and
ECRL as one muscle because the location of the two
muscles is so close that the surface FES technique cannot
stimulate each muscle separately. In mathematical
representation, the musculoskeletal model has two parts, i.e.
skeletal dynamics and muscle dynamics.

Fig.1 Simplified musculoskeletal model of wrist joint from the OpenSim

II. MUSCULOSKELETAL MODELING

software [9].

Wrist is one of the most flexible joints in human, and
wrist motion is essential for upper limb function. There are
at least five main muscles and two skeletons in charge of
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A. Skeletal Dynamics
For the 1-DOF wrist joint dynamics, for example the
wrist radial-ulnar deviation moment, we can regard the joint
as a single pendulum,
̈
where
is the moment muscle generates through active
electrical stimulation;
is the internal passive moment;
is the moment due to gravity. We assume gravity produces
a positive angle and that the forearm is always
perpendicular with respect to gravity and no
pronation-supination occurs.
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where m and d are respectively the hand mass and the
distance between the hand center of mass and the wrist
joint; g is the mean local gravity acceleration.
For the 3-DoF wrist joint dynamics, that is wrist
flexion-extension (FE), radial-ulnar deviation (RUD), and
pronation-supination (PS). FE is parallel and RUD is
vertical to the ground. The segment dynamics can be
written as
̈
( )
( )
̈
( )
( )
{
̈
( )
( )
where , ,
are the joint angles defined in FE, RUD
and PS directions; , ,
are respectively the muscle
moment in FE, RUD, and PS directions; , ,
are
respectively the wrist inertia of the three directions. The
coupling between the DoFs is not considered, i.e, coupling
stiffness, damping and inertial interaction [8].
The values of related parameters in skeletal dynamics
are referred to Table 1 [10]. The subject weight and height
were used to calculate corresponding parameters.
Table 1. Some parameters of a specific subject whose weight is 73.0kg,
height is 1.741m

(gm2)
1.305

(gm2)
0.871

(gm2)
1.784

m (g)
445.3

d(cm)
8.6

The active moment
flexion-extension is：

for 1-DoF wrist joint in

For 3-DoFs wrist joint：
[ ]

[

where the moment arm matrix  is obtained from the
OpenSim software.
[

].

The muscle length change affects much active force
strongly. A Gaussian-like function
is used to describe
the relationship between the muscle force and muscle fiber
length.
[ (

) ]

where is the normalized muscle length with respect to the
⁄
optimal muscle length:
;
; r is
the moment arm and
is the wrist angle. Then
, thus it can be rewritten as

B. Muscle Model

(

The muscle model is developed from the classic Hill-type
muscle model [2, 4], which consists of activation and
contraction dynamics. The muscle model is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

]

)

[
]
If the wrist moves in 3 directions, the change of the four
muscle lengths can be obtained as
[ ]

( )

(

)

As we can get the length change of four muscles respect to
3 directions, then
of each muscle can be computed.
The force-velocity
can be used to model the effect
between the muscle shortening/lengthening velocity and
muscle force [4].
(
)
where
is the normalized muscle velocity with respect to
the maximum contraction (shortening) velocity
of
̇⁄
⁄
the muscle:
.
Similar with length of muscle, we can get the velocity
of each muscle if wrist joint moves in three directions.
̇
[
]
( ̇)
̇

Fig. 2 Block diagram of muscle model.

B.1 Muscle Contraction Dynamics
The force which is generated by muscle through the
stimulation is called the active force.
where
is the muscle maximum isometric force;
is
the force-length factor;
is the force-velocity factor;
is the muscle activation with fatigue,
, where p is
the muscle fatigue factor which is introduced later.
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Table 2. The parameters of wrist muscles

Wrist
muscles
ECRB
ECU
FCR
FCU

(N)
122.9
117
59.7
102.6

(m)
0.0585
0.0622
0.0628
0.0509

(m/s)
10
10
10
10

The values of related parameters in contraction dynamics
are adopted from OpenSim software as shown in Table 2
[9].
The passive moment in the model can be given by [11].
̇
where
is a nonlinear term given by
( ⁄ ))

(

(

Table 3. Parameters of the wrist joint model

(ms)
40

(ms)
70

⁄ ))

0.4

(μs)
100

0.6

( )
( )
where
、 、 、 、
are constant parameters.
For flexion-extension:
;
;
;
;
For radial-ulnar deviation:
;
;
;
;
For pronation-supination:
;
;
;
;
B.2 Muscle Activation Dynamics
When a muscle is stimulated by electrical pulses, there is
a dynamic process for the muscle to generate the force. This
electrical characteristic is called as activation dynamics.
Muscle Recruitment Curve: It can be modeled by a
piece-wise function with three values: a threshold pulse
width (recruitment dead band) PWd, a saturation pulse
width PWs. The pulse width of the electrical pulse is
defined as , the normalized muscle recruitment curve ar
can be described in the following way:

The simulation study is carried out in Matlab/Simulink
environment. The wrist tremor can be achieved when the
related muscles are activated by tremulous stimulation. In
real-world patients, the tremulous stimulation can be
measured and represented by EMG signals. Similar with
EMG, artificial electrical pulses can be applied to the
muscle via FES technique to generate the artificial tremor.
Three variables of electrical pulse can be regulated, i.e.
pulse width, pulse frequency, and pulse amplitude. Pulse
width (PW) is the only controlled variable here. The other
two variables are set as constants, pulse frequency is 20 Hz
and pulse amplitude is 17 mA.
500
FCU
ECRB

400
300
200
100
0

0

1

2

3

4

50

degree(°)

{
Frequency Characteristics: When the frequency of
stimulation pulse varies, it also affects the force produced
by the muscle. This force-frequency characteristic can be
defined by
(
)
(
)
where q is the characteristic factor of the stimulation
frequency f.
Calcium Dynamics: It can be modeled as a first order
differential equation
)

(

where p is the fatigue factor,
is the fatigue time
constant,
is the recovery time constant,
is the
minimum fitness,
is the frequency factor on fatigue, and
is the shaping factor.

10
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

time(s)

Fig. 3 Upper plot shows intensity (PW) of electrical pulse applied to FCU
and ECRB. Lower plot shows the wrist joint angle in three directions.
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where a is the muscle activation without fatigue,
is activation time constant and
is de-activation
time constant.
Muscle Fatigue: It depends on the activation level a and
frequency f of the stimulation.
(
)
(
)(
)
̇
(
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III. SIMULATION STUDY

PW (us)

(

The values of related parameters in activation dynamics
are referred to [4] and listed in Table 3.
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Fig. 4 Angular acceleration of wrist joint in three directions.

According to the EMG pattern and intensity acquired
from patients [4], the electrical stimulation to ECRB
(PW=300 μs) and FCU (PW=400 μs) is provided. The
stimulation frequency is 5 Hz. Note the stimulation
frequency is different from the pulse frequency. We can get
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The experimental equipments include FES stimulator
(Compex Motion Ⅱ, Switzerland), goniometer (Biometrics,
UK) and accelerometer (Delsys Trigno Wireless System,
USA). During experiments, the subjects naturally held their
arm on a horizontal level. The hand was open, and the RUD
direction of wrist joint was perpendicular to the ground. In
comparison with the simulation study, the muscles ECRB
and FCU were stimulated to generate the artificial tremor.
The goniometer measured the wrist joint angle of FE and
RUD. The accelerometer measured the acceleration of wrist
joint in three directions. Fig. 5 shows the measurement
sensors and the location of FES electrodes on the subject. In
this case, the surface electrodes are attached to the forearm,
and through the electrodes, electrical pulses can stimulate
the muscles to generate wrist flexion-extension and
radial-ulnar deviation.
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Fig. 7 Wrist joint acceleration of the subject measured by accelerometer
under tremor generation using FES.

V. CONCLUSION
The 3-dimentional musculoskeletal model of wrist joint
with multiple muscles to study tremor is developed in our
work. The tremor simulation based on the model is
performed in Matlab/Simulink environment. The artificial
tremor generation is conducted on healthy subjects via FES
to verify the model performance. Results have shown the
model can generate similar tremor with that in experiment.
It implies that this model may have promising application
that considers all DOFs of wrist joints in tremor analysis in
future.
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